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Heading to Yellowstone National Park or the Grand Teton National Park with your kids? Grab this journal and activity book so they can record
memories and be entertained with Yellowstone and Grand Teton activities. This travel journal includes: A great 8.5 x 11 inches size that is
perfect for kids with lots of room for them to write and doodle. Daily journal prompts for up to 24 days of travel. Packing list pages Map of
Yellowstone & Grand Teton National Parks with what do I want to do when I get there pages. Memory pages that can be used to paste in photos
or souvenirs. Fun activity pages with mazes, coloring pages, word searches, and more. Challenge questions to record additional memories about
the trip. "Have You Seen Me?" pages that have a name and picture of an animal that is common within the parks. Kids can mark off where and
when they have seen those animals. Note pages at the end to add any additional ideas or thoughts. The book was designed for children
approximately 7-11 years of age. Older or younger children may still enjoy this book. This book makes a wonderful gift for any child who is
planning on visiting Yellowstone and the Grand Teton National Parks. Grab a copy now so they can record their family vacation memories.
The Rough Guide to Yellowstone & Grand Teton is your definitive guidebook to this storied region of the American west, designed to help you
best enjoy your trip to Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks. Whether you want to know how to avoid Yellowstone's notorious high-season
crowds, when and where to spot a moose in Grand Teton, or simply where to eat and sleep in either Yellowstone or Grand Teton, this detailed
guide has everything you need, including full-colour photos, richly detailed maps, reviews on every single restaurant and lodge within
Yellowstone and Grand Teton, and comprehensive looks at Yellowstone and Grand Teton's various gateway towns, including Jackson, West
Yellowstone, Gardiner, Cooke City and Cody. The guide also takes a detailed look at hiking in Yellowstone and Grand Teton, with two full
chapters dedicated to the best day and overnight hikes found inside each park.
Turn off the screen and turn on the creativity as second-generation homeschooling mom Greta Eskridge shares 100 hands-on learning activities
for kids that will connect and enrich your family through adventures, small and big. Have a meteor slumber party, attend a symphony concert,
take a hike in the rain, preserve colorful fall leaves, and make nettle pesto as children explore a love of nature and venture into the
great, wide, real world. From backyard bugs to farmer's market veggies, children will unplug from electronics; explore the world; and learn
about nature, art, music, and themselves through STEAM projects and new experiences. 100 Days of Adventure will spark curiosity in 6- to
10-year-olds with Indoor and outdoor seasonal activities, projects, experiments, crafts, recipes, and field trips Free and low-cost
activities, with options for different kinds of groups and locations Step-by-step directions, nature journal prompts, tips, and checklists
Beautiful photos and helpful illustrations Children can bond with parents and siblings, learn new skills with individual investigations, or
explore with friends in an educational or homeschool group with this full-color activity book. Also included is a note to parents with
encouraging start-here guidance on growing a family culture of curiosity and adventure. Whether your family is looking for fun activities for
school breaks at home, road trip vacations, or everyday ways to learn together, this collection of interactive educational activities will
help your kids get creative, get into nature, and get closer to each other. Don't miss Greta's essential guide for parents on building a
connected and loving family through exploration, Adventuring Together: How to Create Connections and Make Lasting Memories with Your Kids.
Winner of the 2018 National Outdoor Book Award, Children’s Category Handcrafted for Northwest parents, educators, and caregivers that want to
spark a love of nature, 50 Hikes with Kids highlights the most kid-friendly hikes in Oregon and Washington. These hikes are perfect for
little legs—they are all under four miles and have an elevation gain of 900 feet of less. Some are even accessible by stroller. Every entry
includes the essential details: easy-to-read, trustworthy directions; a detailed map; hike length and elevation gain; bathroom access; and
where to grab a bite to eat nearby. Full-color photographs highlight the fun things to see along the trail.
The Complete Guide to Mount Rainier's Premier Trail
A Guide for Boosting Your Children's Healthy Development and Creativity
The Rough Guide to Yellowstone & Grand Teton
The Fun Guide to Walt Disney World for Kids!
Backpack Explorer: On the Nature Trail
Secret Philadelphia: A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, and Obscure
(Updated September 1, 2022!) Includes Lightning Lanes & Genie+. Now with puzzles and games! Get your entire family excited and involved in the planning of your Walt Disney World vacation. With this unique book,
designed especially for kids, your children can help decide what to do on your trip. While we designed the book for kids, adults also love the great information contained in it. Use it with our comprehensive Disney Made Easy
guide book to plan an amazing family vacation you will never forget.
A story to help kids overcome their fears, because sometimes it's more than just the monster under the bed "This is a great way to start talking to young children about their fears and the monsters they become in their
imaginations." —Kirkus Reviews From noisy dogs behind gates to thunderous storms that seem scarier than they are, this clever story encourages children to take control of their fears, grown monstrous in their imaginations. By
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giving them names and turning fears into friends, My Monster Friends and Me guides children into healthier mindsets on how to deal with their worries and anxiety, issues all kids face. When I was young, I had many fears, Like
darkness or storms in the sky. But then I learned when you meet your monsters, You can make them friends if you try!
Whether its bug hunting in a city courtyard, counting stars, planting a neat little window box or building a cool woodland hideout, this brilliantly innovative activity book will open childrens eyes to an awesome outdoor
playground. Packed with exciting stuff to do, make and discover, the activities are arranged in themed sections, from the garden, the woods, and the shore, through to rainy days, sunny days and night-time. This book is
guaranteed to turn any stay-at-home kid (and their family) into an enthusiastic and accomplished outdoor adventurer!
Family Guide London offers you the best things to see and do on a family vacation in London, from visiting magnificent sights such as St. Paul's Cathedral and Westminster Abbey to exploring the treasures housed in the
National Gallery and Buckingham Palace, and brings those places alive for children with fun facts, quizzes, and cartoons. The major sights are treated as "hub" destinations and are followed by places of interest near the "hub,"
ideal for planning your day ahead. These spreads offer a pragmatic as well as enjoyable itinerary, giving children a real insight into the destination, but balanced with opportunities to let off steam at a nearby park or playground.
All the practical information you need appears alongside the sight, including transportation information, budget tips, age range suitability, and where to eat. Each spread is bursting with insider knowledge and loaded with ideas
for activities that will engage children, from treasure-hunt trails at the Foundling Museum to ice-skating at Somerset House in winter or dashing through the courtyard fountains in summer. Meanwhile, the most family-friendly,
best-value accommodation options have been chosen with family budgets and needs in mind. Full-color throughout, with detailed maps of the main sightseeing areas for easy navigation and all the practical information you need
for a fun, stress-free family vacation.
Yellowstone & Grand Teton Travel Journal & Activity Book for Kids
Frommer's Family Travel Guide California with Kids
A Kid's Guide to the National Park
The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland 2016
Nature Activities, Creative Projects, and Field Trips for Every Season
Once Upon a Time in Great Britain

CLICK HERE to download the chapter on "Backpacking" from Hiking the Wonderland Trail "There's no other trip, trail or peak that any backpacker should rank higher
on his life list than the Wonderland Trail." - Backpacker magazine * Comprehensive and affectionate guide to one of the nation’s iconic wilderness trails * Everything
you need to help plan this 93-mile trek, whether done in one trip or several * Lavish, full-color design, yet informative and practical, with 125 photographs and 18
maps * Find even more details, updates and added trip extensions at hikingthewonderlandtrail.com Washington State's famed Wonderland Trail is a spectacular
93-mile route that circumnavigates Mount Rainier, challenging hikers with its strenuous 22,000 feet of cumulative elevation gain and loss. Hiking the Wonderland
Trail: The Complete Guide to Mount Rainier's Premier Trail is an authoritative guidebook penned by Washington native Tami Asars, a professional instructor on
hiking the trail, a third-generation hiker of the Cascade mountains, and seven-time hiker of the entire Wonderland Trail. In this guide Asars draws on her experience,
covering these essentials: * How to work with the Wonderland Trail permit reservation system, and when to apply * Recommended gear--with a checklist--and ways
to reduce pack weight, prevent blisters, and stay warm and dry * How to pack the perfect backpack * Food and fuel caching on the Wonderland, tips and instruction *
Detailed camp-to-camp route descriptions and suggested itineraries * How to extend your adventures with the Northern Loop Trail and the Eastside Trail Over the
years, Asars has taken extensive notes that she shares at workshops and in the field. Hiking the Wonderland Trail distills her boot-tested knowledge so that
everyone can enjoy the magic of Mount Rainier's premier trail.
Discover how the whole family can enjoy a visit to the Big Apple, from the top of the Empire State Building to a hot dog cart in Central Park, from exciting museums
and shops to any number of historic carousels. The best things to do in New York City are all approached from a family-friendly angle. The book is organized around
"hubs"-major sights around which to plan your day-and provides kid-friendly restaurants, age-range suitability information, ideas for letting off steam, and detailed
maps showing the nearest parks, playgrounds, and public bathrooms. Plus there are activities for rainy days, and Kids' Corners in every chapter featuring cartoons,
quizzes, and games to keep young travelers happy all day long. Written by travel experts and parents who understand the need to keep children entertained while
enjoying family time together, DK Eyewitness Family Guides offer child-friendly sleeping and eating options, detailed maps of main sightseeing areas, travel
information, budget guidance, age-range suitability, and activities for every age.
Using this complete guide, residents and tourists alike can discover the exciting activities and attractions found in these beautiful and easily accessible parks. From
dramatic Mount Baker to lush Paradise near Mount Rainier, from the eerie moonscape of Mount St. Helens to the craggy beaches of the Olympic Peninsula, every
destination offers unique rewards to those willing to explore. 83 maps. 90 photos.
Cheap Bastard's Guide to Austin details endless free and inexpensive opportunities available in the Lone Star State's capital city from theater, concerts, and
museums to wine tastings, yoga classes, haircuts, and massages––for native and visiting cheapskates alike. Written in a fun, humorous tone, this unique guide offers
sound advice on how to live the good life on the cheap!
Eyewitness Travel Family Guide London
Cheap Bastard's® Guide to Austin
A Kid's Guide to Patriotism
Outdoor Wonderland
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Not For Tourists Guide to Philadelphia
DK Eyewitness Family Guide London

Give your kids the decluttering guide that will encourage their independence and create a more peaceful home for your family. Allie
Casazza has created a resource for you to show kids how to create and design their own space, offering practical ideas on organization
and productivity, kid-friendly inspiration for mindfulness, and interactive pages for creativity. Allie has encouraged women to simplify
and unburden their lives as the host of The Purpose Show podcast and through her first book Declutter Like a Mother. Now she's helping
you equip your kids and tweens to discover the same joy of decluttering as they design and create a space that supports their interests
and goals, make more room in their lives for playtime and creativity, increase productivity and find renewed focus for schoolwork, learn
valuable life skills, and cut down on cleaning time, reduce stress, and feel more peaceful. Your kids will start to understand that the less
they own, the more time they have for what's important. Written in Allie's fun, motivational voice, Be the Boss of Your Stuff is ideal for
boys and girls ages 8 to 12, includes photography and interactive activities with space to write, draw, imagine, and plan, shares step-bystep instructions for decluttering, offers added practical, personalized instruction from Allie's children, Bella and Leeland, and is a great
gift for coming-of-age celebrations, the first day of spring, New Year's, Easter, birthdays, back-to-school, or school milestones. As your
kids become more proactive in taking care of their stuff, you'll find your whole family has more time and space for creativity and fun.
After all, less clutter, less stress, and less chaos in your kids' lives means more peace, more independence, and more opportunity to grow
into who they're meant to be. Read Allie's first book, Declutter Like a Mother, to further equip yourself in decluttering while you empower
your kids to embrace their space.
The Not For Tourists Guide to Philadelphia is a map-based guide to the city made for locals, business travelers, and yes, even tourists. It
divides Philly into twenty-seven neighborhoods, each with maps marked by user-friendly icons locating the essentials of life, from banks
to coffee shops. NFT covers everything from restaurants, museums, landmarks, bars, and post offices to information on kid-friendly
activities, airports, and public transportation. The guide also includes: · A foldout map showing highways and rail transit · Over seventyfive neighborhood and city maps · Details on parks and sports · Listings for shopping and bookstores· A special icon to pinpoint the best
cheesesteaks It’s the greatest thing to happen to Philly since cream cheese.
California has great kid appeal--from cable cars to Disneyland--and Frommer's shows parents how to make the most of it on a family
vacation. Packed with information on hundreds of kid-friendly hotels and restaurants in all price categories, itineraries for children of all
ages, attractions for kids, and more. Maps.
A special handbook for youth and the adults who work with them.
Understanding and Teaching Primary Geography
My Great Outdoors Book
A Travel Guide to the Sights and Settings of Your Favorite Children's Stories
Let's Wildflower the World
The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2018
100 Days of Adventure
A great destination and thorough preparation are what make a wonderful vacation, and The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland makes Disneyland one of the most accessible theme parks in the world.
With advice that is direct, prescriptive, and detailed, it takes the guesswork out of the reader’s vacation. Whether they are at Disneyland for a day or a week, there is a plan for any group or family.
They can enjoy the rides, activities, and entertainment instead of spending their time in lines. Comprehensive information is presented in a way that permits easy comparisons and that facilitates
decision making. There are detailed plans and profiles of hotels, restaurants, and attractions that are presented in “at-a-glance” formats that provide for near instant communication of the most
salient information. Profiles are supplemented by indexes. In short, we’ve got a plan for every reader. The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland’s research team is a multi-disciplinary group consisting,
among others, of data collectors, computer scientists, statisticians, and psychologists. Their singular goal is to provide a guide that will let you get it right the first time and every time. With their help,
advice, and touring plans the reader will have a one-up on anyone else not using The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland. The book is the key to planning a perfect vacation in a great destination
location.
THE trusted source of information for a successful Walt Disney World vacation The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2020 is jam-packed with useful information and great advice on
how to enjoy the parks with children. The authors rate each attraction by age group, based on a survey of more than 40,000 families. Worried about a scary ride? There are fright-potential warnings
for rides that are scary or rough. Also included are stories from real families about their experiences at Walt Disney World, including tips written by kids for kids. The book comes with field-tested
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touring plans specifically designed for visiting with children. These plans can save guests up to 4 hours of waiting in line on an average day, so there’s time for relaxing by the hotel pool.
A family-focused guidebook to London for traveling with children ages 4 to 12. DK Eyewitness Travel: Family Guide London gives parents with children ages 4 to 12 the specific, family-friendly
information they need to plan a vacation to a city with an abundance of history, outstanding museums, unrivaled theater, and beautiful parks. Go treasure hunting at the Foundling Museum, iceskating at Somerset House, and explore can't-miss sights such as St. Paul's Cathedral and Westminster Abbey. What's inside: + Each major sight is treated as a "hub" destination, around which to
plan a day. Plus, DK's custom illustrations and reconstructions of city sights give real cultural insight. + "Let off steam" suggestions and eating options around each attraction enable the entire family
to recharge. + Maps outline the nearest parks, playgrounds, and public restrooms. + "Take shelter" sections suggest indoor activities for rainy days. + Dedicated "Kids' Corner" features include
cartoons, quizzes, puzzles, games, and riddles to inform and entertain young travelers. + Listings provide family-friendly hotels and dining options. Written by travel experts and parents who
understand the need to keep children entertained while enjoying family time together, DK Eyewitness Travel: Family Guide London offers child-friendly sleeping and eating options, detailed maps of
main sightseeing areas, travel information, budget guidance, age-range suitability, and activities for London.
Discover how the whole family-especially the kids-can enjoy London: from scaling the ramparts of the Tower of London or clambering aboard a vintage tram at the Transport Museum, to visiting
dinosaurs at the Natural History Museum or floating above the city in the London Eye. This child-oriented guide is organized around "hubs"-major sights around which to plan your day-and gives
child-friendly eating options, age-range suitability info, places for letting off steam, detailed maps, and activities for rainy days, all approached from a family-friendly angle. Plus there are Kids'
Corners in every chapter with cartoons, quizzes, and games to keep young travelers happy all day long. Written by travel experts and parents who understand the need to keep children entertained
while enjoying family time together, DK Eyewitness Family Guides offer child-friendly sleeping and eating options, detailed maps of main sightseeing areas, travel information, budget guidance, agerange suitability, and activities for every age.
The Unofficial Guide to California with Kids
Family Guide London
2023
An Outdoor Family Guide to Washington's National Parks and Monument
50 Hikes with Kids
Playhouses You Can Build
Family Guide New York City offers you the best things to see and do on a family vacation in the Big Apple, from visiting magnificent sights such as the Empire State Building and the
Statue of Liberty to exploring the treasures housed in the American Museum of Natural History and the Museum of Modern Art, and brings those places alive for children with fun facts,
quizzes, and cartoons. The major sights are treated as "hub" destinations and are followed by places of interest near the "hub," ideal for planning your day ahead. These spreads offer a
pragmatic as well as enjoyable itinerary, giving children a real insight into the destination, but balanced with opportunities to let off steam at a nearby park or playground. All the
practical information you need appears alongside the sight, including transportation information, budget tips, age range suitability, and where to eat. Each spread is bursting with insider
knowledge and loaded with ideas for activities that will engage children, from "Medieval" treasure hunts at the Metropolitan Museum of Art to ice-skating in Central Park in winter.
Meanwhile, the most family-friendly, best-value accommodation options have been chosen with family budgets and needs in mind. Full-color throughout, with detailed maps of the main
sightseeing areas for easy navigation and all the practical information you need for a fun, stress-free family vacation.
Offers practical travel advice and suggests family-oriented activities
Best-seller, Amazon 5-star rating, interactive kids book to wildlife, plants, and places in Yellowstone National Park, with color photos
Eyewitness Travel Family Guide New York City offers you the best things to see and do on a family vacation in the Big Apple, from visiting magnificent sights such as the Empire State
Building and the Statue of Liberty to exploring the treasures housed in the American Museum of Natural History and the Museum of Modern Art, and brings those places alive for children
with fun facts, quizzes, and cartoons. The major sights are treated as "hub" destinations and are followed by places of interest near the "hub," ideal for planning your day ahead. These
spreads offer a pragmatic as well as enjoyable itinerary, giving children a real insight into the destination, but balanced with opportunities to let off steam at a nearby park or playground.
All the practical information you need appears alongside the sight, including transportation information, budget tips, age range suitability, and where to eat. Each spread is bursting with
insider knowledge and loaded with ideas for activities that will engage children, from "Medieval" treasure hunts at the Metropolitan Museum of Art to ice-skating in Central Park in winter.
Meanwhile, the most family-friendly, best-value accommodation options have been chosen with family budgets and needs in mind. Full-color throughout, with detailed maps of the main
sightseeing areas for easy navigation and all the practical information you need for a fun, stress-free family vacation. Now available in ePub format.
Frommer's Guide to California with Kids
Oregon and Washington
Save, Swap and Seedbomb to Rewild Our World
The Kids' Guide to Being Outside
The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2020
What I Saw in Yellowstone
From big city excursions to a quiet day at the beach, this guide to the Mid-Atlantic states gives your family plenty of fun options. Besides itineraries
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for visitng New York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington D.C., and other popular cities, it details what to do and see along the Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, and Virginia shores.
Providing a sensible, objective, consumer's guide to travel, these easy-to-use travel handbooks provide useful evaluations of local hotels, attractions,
and restaurants in all price ranges, honest advice on local attractions that are worth the time and money, detailed maps, tips on special events and
festivals, and extensive information on local shopping, sports, nightlife, and other activities.
Eyewitness Travel Family Guide London offers you the best things to see and do on a family vacation in London, from visiting magnificent sights such as
St. Paul's Cathedral and Westminster Abbey to exploring the treasures housed in the National Gallery and Buckingham Palace, and brings those places
alive for children with fun facts, quizzes, and cartoons. The major sights are treated as "hub" destinations and are followed by places of interest near
the "hub," ideal for planning your day ahead. These spreads offer a pragmatic as well as enjoyable itinerary, giving children a real insight into the
destination, but balanced with opportunities to let off steam at a nearby park or playground. All the practical information you need appears alongside
the sight, including transportation information, budget tips, age range suitability, and where to eat. Each spread is bursting with insider knowledge
and loaded with ideas for activities that will engage children, from treasure-hunt trails at the Foundling Museum to ice-skating at Somerset House in
winter or dashing through the courtyard fountains in summer. Meanwhile, the most family-friendly, best-value accommodation options have been chosen with
family budgets and needs in mind. Full-color throughout, with detailed maps of the main sightseeing areas for easy navigation and all the practical
information you need for a fun, stress-free family vacation. Now available in ePub format.
An indispensable read when visiting Walt Disney World with kids The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2018 is JAM-PACKED with useful tips,
great advice, excellent discussion, and practical travel knowledge gleaned from years of Walt Disney World travel experience. In this guidebook, authors
Bob Sehlinger and Liliane Opsomer specifically address the needs of kids, with—in some cases—research and input from kids. Len Testa leads an
experienced team of researchers whose work has been cited by such diverse sources as USA Today and Operations Research Forum. The Unofficial Guide to
Walt Disney World with Kids digs deeper and offers more specific information than any other guidebook. This is the only guide that explains how to make
every minute and every dollar of your vacation count. With advice that is direct, prescriptive, and detailed, it takes the guesswork out of your family
vacation. Step-by-step detailed plans allow you to visit Walt Disney World with your children with absolute confidence and peace of mind.
My Monster Friends and Me
American Dream Team
How to Get the Most Out of the Best Disney Has to Offer
What Will You Find?
Eyewitness Travel Family Guide New York City
101 Things for Kids to Do Outside
History and hermits. Museums and murals. Graveyards and churches and plenty of cheesesteak. These are the secrets of Philadelphia. They reveal a city of curious contradiction, one with a rich history dating back to 1682
but also with an eye on the future. Come for the Liberty Bell, but stay for the secrets uncovered in Secret Philadelphia: A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful and Obscure. Journey to the places you've never heard of and back
to those old haunts you thought you knew, but never like this. Discover where you can . . . Enter through a gate full of artistic hands, Peruse art between arrivals and departures, Throw a penny on a Founding Father's
grave (and learn why you should), Sample a sandwich on both sides of the street, Learn how 19th-century surgeries were performed, Explore the cell where Al Capone paid his debt to society, Discover the cave of the first
doomsday cult, Come face to face with the bird that inspired two famous authors, Follow the footsteps of famous boxers both real and fictional, Encounter the real heroes of the Revolution, Greet neighbors in the oldest
neighborhood in the country, Roam through dinosaurs and walk away with a butterfly, See slides of Einstein's brain... From the festive fantasy of the Mummers to the disturbing reality of the Mütter, Philadelphia is a city
with stories to tell. Uncover your own favorites in the pages of Secret Philadelphia.
Outdoor WonderlandThe Kids' Guide to Being Outside
A guide showing easy, affordable ways you can turn your backyard or other types of domestic outdoor spaces into vibrant Nature Play Spaces for children so they can reap the physical and mental benefits of playing
outside.
Let's Wildflower the World is an invaluable guide to guerilla gardening, seedbombing and seedswapping, and everything you need to know to fill the world around you with beautiful wild blooms.
A Big Kid's Guide to Things That Go Bump in the Night
Be the Boss of Your Stuff
The Unofficial Guide to the Mid-Atlantic with Kids
Nature Play at Home
Hiking the Wonderland Trail
The Unofficial Guide to Paris
This book outlines how good teaching of primary geography can extend children's world awareness and help them make connections between their environmental and geographical experiences. Chapters
offer guidance on important learning and teaching issues as well as the use and creation of resources from the school environment to the global context. It covers all the key topics in primary geography
including: understanding places physical and human geography environmental sustainability learning outside the classroom global issues citizenship and social justice. Summaries, classroom examples and
practical and reflective tasks are included throughout to foster understanding and support the effective teaching of primary geography.
Visiting England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales? Don't miss Narnia, Wonderland, Hogwarts and Middle-Earth! If you're planning a trip abroad--or just a flight of fancy into literature's best-loved magical
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lands--Melanie Wentz's Once Upon a Time in Great Britain is a wonderful chance to read all about the creation of your favorite children's books. This book is both a practical travel guide for your family
vacation to the UK, and a terrific source of armchair-travel fascination. Each chapter covers classics such as Peter Rabbit and Paddington Bear for the youngest tourists, Alice in Wonderland, Kidnapped and
The Secret Garden for the older kids, and C.S. Lewis' Narnia Chronicles and J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter books for everyone. Read about the real chocolate factory that made such an impression on the young
Roald Dahl, or the cozy pub where C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien introduced their friends to Narnia and hobbits. Treat your kids to a visit to the real "100 Aker Wood" that helped A.A. Milne create Winnie the
Pooh, or the station where Thomas the Tank Engine lives. And enjoy the many original illustrations that made the books so distinctive on their first publications. From parents who grew up on Wind in the
Willows, Mary Poppins and Peter Pan to kids who thrill to Harry Potter, Once Upon a Time in Great Britain is a must-have addition to the libraries of children--and adults--everywhere.
Jump-start curiosity with this take-along field guide for children ages 4 and up. From worms, birds, and spiders to trees, flowers, and clouds, young explorers learn what to look and listen for wherever they are
— whether in a nature preserve, an urban park, or a suburban backyard. Seek-and-find lists, on-the-trail art projects, and discovery games get kids engaged in hands-on learning about nature, and a real pullout magnifying glass helps them get a close-up glimpse of leaf veins, seed pods, and tiny insects. Filled with activities, checklists, and stickers, this interactive nature guide belongs in every kid’s backpack.
The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World with Kids 2017
Secrets of Living the Good Life--For Less!
The Luxury Guide to Walt Disney World Resort
A Log Book For National Park Adventures For Children Ages 7 to 11
The Kids’ Guide to Decluttering and Creating Your Own Space
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